Stacking-Sequence Changes and Na Ordering in Layered Intercalation Materials
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ABSTRACT: The performance of Na-ion batteries is sensitive to the nature of cation ordering and phase transformations that occur within the intercalation compounds used as electrodes. In order to elucidate these effects in layered Na intercalation compounds, we have carried out a first-principles statistical mechanics study of Na ordering and stacking-sequence preferences in the model compound Na₄TiS₂. Our calculations predict a series of structural phase transitions at room temperature between O₃, P₃, O₁, O₁−O₃ staged hybrid, and O₁−P₃ staged hybrid. We further explore the ordering of Na ions in P₃ and O₃ and find that these host structures favor very distinct Na-vacancy patterns. Low energy orderings on the honeycomb lattice in P₃ consist of triangular island domains with vacancies coalescing at antiphase boundaries. This results in a devil’s staircase of ground-state Na orderings within P₃ that are unlike the orderings possible in the triangular lattice of Na sites in O₃. We explore the role that antiphase boundaries play in mediating Na diffusion in the P₃ host.

INTRODUCTION

Improvements in electrochemical energy storage are important in promoting renewable energy in transportation and grid storage. Increasing attention has been drawn to Na-ion intercalation materials as an alternative to Li-ion batteries.¹,² Not only is Na more abundant than Li, but Na-ion electrode materials also behave differently from their Li-ion counterparts due to differences in ionic size and electronic structure. One stark contrast is the stability of prismatic coordination of Na in layered oxides and sulﬁdes, which is not observed in Li due to the latter’s smaller ionic radius.³−⁵ The crystal structure of the host plays a crucial role in determining electrochemical voltage proﬁles, cation diffusion mechanisms, and diffusion coefﬁcients.⁶ Layered Na intercalation compounds undergo phase transformation sequences that are distinct from those seen in Li-ion electrode materials and as yet not thoroughly explored.⁶−²⁵ Such phase transformations can cause degradation as stresses accompanying changes in structure may induce crack initiation and growth.⁵,²⁶ Phases transformations can also lead to irreversibilities and hysteresis in the voltage proﬁle due to asymmetries between the multiple kinetic processes required to affect an abrupt change in crystal structure and composition.²³ Phase transformations are generally avoided to increase the lifetime of the battery, which often limits the battery’s capacity. It is, therefore, crucial to understand when structural changes occur, how they affect the properties of the battery, and whether they can be suppressed.

A large number of layered Na transition-metal oxides and sulﬁdes has been studied experimentally,⁶ and many form the O₃ crystal structure⁸ when synthesized as NaMO₂ or NaMS₂ (where M is a transition metal). The size and electronegativity of the anions and cations appears to play a decisive role in determining whether O₃ undergoes a stacking-sequence change to a P₃ host structure upon Na removal.³⁴,²⁶ For example, the O₃ forms of NaCoO₂, NaNiO₂, and their alloys undergo a transformation to P₃ during deintercalation,⁸−¹⁰,¹⁵,²⁰ while NaTiO₂ maintains its O₃ host at high levels of charge.²² In some compounds such as NaVO₂, the transition from O₃ to P₃ requires thermal activation.²⁷ The large number of steps in the voltage proﬁles of many layered Na intercalation compounds suggests a prevalence of phase transitions associated with Na ordering and/or stacking-sequence changes.⁸,¹⁰−¹²,¹⁶−²⁰ The steps are usually more pronounced than in most layered Li-intercalation compounds. Ordering tendencies within the P₃ host remain largely unexplored, especially at ﬁnite temperature. Diffusion mechanisms within the P₃ host are also not fully understood,²⁸ but experimental evidence for Na₄Co₉₋₅Ni₅O₁₆ suggests that Na mobility may be higher in P₃ than in O₃.¹⁰ A common property of many transition-metal oxides and sulﬁdes is the importance of local interactions between the transition metal and Na. Local charge ordering and Jahn−Teller distortions, for example, have been shown to affect ordering preferences among Na within layered intercalation compounds.²⁹

In this study, we use the NaₓTiS₂ (0 < x < 1) system as a model to study phase stability and intercalating cation ordering in the O₁/O₃/P₃ family of structures using first-principles statistical mechanics approaches. This system has been studied experimentally and found to exhibit O₁/O₃/P₃ family stacking and staging phenomena.³⁰−³² The absence of localized charge ordering and Jahn−Teller distortions in Na₄TiS₄ makes it an ideal model to isolate the role of Na−Na interactions and host crystal structure on phase stability and Na ordering tendencies.³³,³⁴ We combine first-principles density functional...
theory with the cluster expansion formalism and grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations to predict phase stability, finite temperature ordering, and the equilibrium voltage curve at 300 K. We find that the P3 host structure is not only stabilized at intermediate Na concentrations but that hybrid staged structures with mixed O1−O3 and O1−P3 stackings are also stable at low Na concentrations. In addition, we find that the Na ions and vacancies in the P3 host, due to its honeycomb lattice, organize into triangular islands of perfectly ordered domains separated by antiphase boundaries at high Na concentrations. This results in a devil’s staircase of ground-state orderings35,36 that has not been previously explored in layered intercalation materials at finite temperatures. An analysis of migration pathways in P3 suggests that the diffusion mechanisms may be fundamentally different from those in O3, with antiphase boundaries serving as channels for Na transport. Our findings for Na3TiS2 shed light on structural stability, ordering tendencies, and diffusion mechanisms in other layered oxide and sulfide materials.

 STRUCTURE OVERVIEW

Layered sodium transition-metal oxides and sulfides have NaM2X2 stoichiometry, where Na is the intercalating sodium species, M stands for transition-metal cations, and X represents sulfur or oxygen anions. The structure is made up of layers of two-dimensional, close-packed triangular lattices occupied by Na, M, or X ions. Following convention, we label the three relative positionings within a triangular lattice with the letters A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 1a. Two X anion layers with relative positionings within a triangular lattice with the letters A, B, and C, with X positions circled.

Figure 1. (a) Projection of the three different positionings of a triangular lattice. (b) In O3, the octahedral Na sites form a simple triangular lattice. (c) In P3, the Na ions can occupy one of two symmetrically equivalent trinodal prismatic sites per transition metal that collectively form a honeycomb lattice. (d) First-nearest-neighbor pairs (NN) on a honeycomb are the same as the NN of the triangular lattice. Three-dimensional models of the octahedral Na sites in O3 and the prismatic Na sites in P3. There are two unique prismatic sites in P3. Yellow polyhedra indicate Na sites, blue octahedra depict M sites, and X are not explicitly shown but occupy the corners of the polyhedra.37

The O1, O3, and P3 hosts (using the notation of Delmas8) belong to an important family of related layered Na intercalation compounds. In the O1 host, the X sublattice has AB-type stacking (Figure 2a). This results in octahedrally coordinated Na sites that share faces with the transition-metal octahedra. The O3 host has an AB CA BC anion sublattice stacking sequence and also has octahedrally coordinated Na sites; however, these do not share faces with the transition-metal octahedra (Figure 2b). The P3 host instead exhibits AB BC CA stacking, resulting in prismatic sites in the Na layer that each share one face with an M−X octahedron (Figure 2c). The difference between octahedral and prismatic sites is illustrated in Figure 3. Each of these host structures can transform into one of the other without the breaking of M−X bonds through a simple gliding of the MX2 sheets.

This structure library can be extended to include a mixture of the pure stacking sequences (Figure 2d,e). Such hybrids may become stable at low intercalant concentrations, as occurs in Li2CoO2, where a hybrid combining the stacking sequences of O1 and O3, named H1−3, forms at low Li concentrations.38,39 In this study, we will refer to the H1−3 hybrid as O1−O3. In addition, we consider a hybrid that combines O1 and P3 hosts. Though Li-ion electrode materials generally do not exhibit P3 stacking...
stacking due to the small ionic size of Li, the larger size of Na ions stabilize the P3 structure and make an O1–P3 hybrid a likely host of ground-state configurations in Na$_x$MX$_2$.

Not only do Na atoms have different X coordination in O1, O3, and P3, but their sites within the Na layer also form different two-dimensional lattices. The Na sites of O1 and O3 form two-dimensional triangular lattices (Figure 1b). In P3, the anion layers on both sides of a Na layer are directly on top of each other (e.g., C C stacking), resulting in two trigonal prismatic sites (A and B) for Na occupation per transition metal (Figure 1c). The combination of all prismatic sites within a particular Na layer of P3 generates a honeycomb lattice. The honeycomb pattern is actually a triangular lattice with a two-atom basis and not strictly a lattice of its own, but we will use the term “honeycomb lattice” to distinguish it from the one-atom basis triangular lattice. Each prismatic Na site of P3 shares a face with one M–X octrahedron directly above or directly below it, depending on the sublattice that it belongs to. This makes the two prismatic sites symmetrically equivalent. The existence of two symmetrically equivalent Na sites per transition metal in P3 results in Na–Na distances not available on the triangular lattices of O3 and O1 (Figure 1d). While two nearest-neighbor sites on the honeycomb lattice within the Na layers will not be simultaneously occupied due to electrostatic and steric interactions (pair labeled NN in Figure 1d), the availability of other new pairs (e.g., 3NN in Figure 1d) allows for Na orderings not possible in a triangular lattice.

**METHODS**

We investigated phase stability of Na$_x$TiS$_2$ as a function of Na concentration, x, at zero Kelvin and at room temperature using first-principles statistical mechanics methods. The equilibrium phases at zero Kelvin are those that minimize the energy of the system. Energies of different structures having composition Na$_x$TiS$_2$ were calculated with first-principles density functional theory (DFT) using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) with PAW pseudopotentials and the optB86b-vdW functional. Based on convergence tests, the energy cutoff was chosen to be 530 eV and the k-point mesh density 30 Å. See Table 1 for details on number of calculations completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>structure</th>
<th>calculated</th>
<th>clusters in fit</th>
<th>WRMS (meV)</th>
<th>TiS$_2$ units in MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>9600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1–O3</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1–P3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Number of symmetrically distinct Na-vacancy orderings that converged and did not relax to a different structure during DFT energy minimization. Number of non-zero expansion coefficients in the cluster expansion. Weighted RMS error per formula unit, which indicates how well the CEs fit the DFT data. Number of Na$_x$TiS$_2$ unit cells in supercells used in the MC simulation.

Equilibrium at finite temperature is determined by a minimum of the free energy, which has contributions from entropy arising from thermal excitations. Layered Na transition-metal intercalation compounds are stable in a variety of host crystal structures depending on their Na concentration and temperature. Since the candidate host structures have distinct symmetries, they can each be described thermodynamically by a separate free energy. Configurational degrees of freedom resulting from all the possible ways of distributing Na and vacancies over intercalation sites are the dominant source of entropy for intercalation compounds at room temperature. We calculated free energies as a function of composition and temperature for the O3, the P3, the O1–O3 hybrid (i.e., H1–3), and the O1–P3 hybrid host structures with a cluster expansion (CE) approach and grand canonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. A cluster expansion was parametrized with first-principles DFT-based calculations, enabling a rapid calculation of the energy of individual Na-vacancy orderings. This makes it possible to calculate thermodynamic averages in MC simulations.

The Clusters Approach to Statistical Mechanics (CASM) software package was used to construct a CE for each host structure (except for O1) and to perform grand canonical MC simulations. A large number of Na-vacancy orderings were enumerated within each host structure. The fully relaxed energies of these orderings were calculated with DFT (optB86b-vdW) and were used to parametrize the expansion coefficients of each CE via a genetic algorithm. In the present study, the clusters of each CE were limited to points, pairs, triplets, and quadruplets. The weighted root-mean-square (WRMS) (Table 1) was less than 4 meV in each CE, where the weights were assigned exponentially with respect to the distance from the local convex hull. Grand canonical MC simulations were applied to each CE to calculate the dependence of the Na concentration on chemical potential and temperature (supercell sizes for MC simulations are listed in Table 1). These relationships were integrated to calculate free energies for each host structure. A grid of chemical potentials with increments of no more than 25 meV/atom was used at different temperatures. Cooling runs were performed for each chemical potential from 1000 to 100 K at a 5 K interval.

The voltage of a Na battery is related to the difference in Na chemical potential between the cathode and the anode according to

\[ V = \frac{\mu_{\text{Na}} - \mu_{\text{Na}}^0}{e} \]

where $\mu_{\text{Na}}$ is the chemical potential of Na in the cathode, $\mu_{\text{Na}}^0$ is the Na chemical potential of the reference anode (which we chose as metallic Na), and e is the elementary charge.

As will be expanded on below, our DFT results predict that the O1 structure is only stable at composition $x = 0$. This is observed in many other intercalation materials, including Li$_x$CoO$_2$. Since there are no Na atoms to generate configurational entropy at this composition, we set the free energy of O1 equal to its energy. Likewise, the O1 layers in the O1–P3 and O1–O3 hybrids were assumed to remain vacant in the entire Na composition range. This results in staging, wherein every other Na layer is left completely unoccupied.

**RESULTS**

Zero Temperature. Figure 4 shows the DFT formation energies of the ground-state Na-vacancy orderings within each host structure. The formation energies in Figure 4 are calculated relative to O1 TiS$_2$ at $x = 0$ and O3 NaTiS$_2$ at $x = 1$. The ground-state orderings were determined by finding the convex hull of the fully relaxed energies of all Na-vacancy orderings considered within the different hosts. While the energies of a large number of Na-vacancy orderings were calculated (Table 1), there may be lower energy orderings in large supercells that were not considered in this study. This is especially true for the P3 host since previous studies of low-energy orderings on the honeycomb lattice using short-range lattice model Hamiltonians have predicted a sequence of ground state orderings requiring supercells that are substantially larger than can be treated with current DFT methods.

The global convex hull of all orderings (solid black line in Figure 4) shows that the relative stability among the different hosts is very sensitive to Na concentration. At high Na concentrations ($7/8 \leq x \leq 1$), O3 is predicted to be stable. The P3 host becomes stable at intermediate Na concentrations (1/2 $< x < 3/4$), with a small two-phase region (3/4 $< x < 7/8$)
separating O₃ from P₃, consistent with experimental studies that observe P₃ stacking in deintercalated NaₓTiS₂.¹⁹,⁵⁷ Below x = 1/2, the hybrid phases O₁−P₃ and O₁−O₃ are stable with ground state orderings at x = 1/4 and x = 1/6, respectively. In these structures, the O₁ layers are empty, and the lowest energy configurations of the P₃ and O₃ layers are similar to those on the hulls of their respective nonhybrid structures. Finally, at x = 0, the O₁ host becomes stable.

It is instructive to inspect the low-energy Na-vacancy orderings in the P₃ host and compare them to orderings in O₃. At x = 1, there is only one Na configuration possible in O₃ as all sites of its triangular lattices are occupied at this composition. In P₃, the lowest energy ordering at x = 1 has Na occupying exclusively one of the triangular sublattices as shown in Figure 5a. Any other ordering in P₃ at this composition would require the simultaneous occupation of a nearest-neighbor pair, which would lead to a very large energy penalty due to strong electrostatic and steric repulsion through the shared face of a pair of nearest-neighbor trigonal prismatic sites.

Below the composition of x = 1, vacancies are incorporated differently in P₃ than in O₃. In O₃, which has a single triangular lattice, any ordering can be achieved by simply removing Na atoms. Although this mechanism can occur in P₃, it is more favorable to remove Na atoms while rearranging others to occupy a mixture of the two available sublattices in a honeycomb lattice. This can result in domains that consist of Na atoms that occupy a single triangular sublattice as at x = 1. These domains are separated by antiphase boundaries (APBs), which accommodate the vacancies that are introduced as Na is extracted. For instance, the lowest-energy ordering enumerated in P₃ at x = 6/7 (Figure 5b) consists of alternating, linear strips of A domains and B domains (two colors are used to highlight the difference in sublattice occupation). APBs separate the strips and concentrate the vacancies introduced upon removal of Na. This leads to a reduction in energy as the APBs allow an increase in the distance between neighboring Na ions. The ground states at x = 3/4, 5/8, and 4/7 (Figure 5c−e) accommodate vacancies in a similar way. The total length of APBs must increase as the vacancy concentration increases (Na concentration decreases). This is achieved by reducing the size of A and B domains. The orderings at x = 5/8 and x = 4/7 consist of isolated two-atom and three-atom islands as can be seen in Figure 5d,e.

Figure 4. Calculated formation energies of configurations on the convex hull for each host structure. Configurations with energies above the hull are not shown. The global convex hull is outlined in black.

Figure 5. Na-vacancy orderings on the convex hull of enumerated configurations within P₃. Occupancy of the two sublattices on the honeycomb lattice of P₃ is distinguished with different colors (green and yellow).
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The low-energy orderings in P3 shown in Figure 5a–e are consistent with past studies of ground state orderings on the honeycomb lattice. Using simple lattice model Hamiltonians, Kanamori35 showed that repulsive nearest- and second-nearest-neighbor pair interactions on the honeycomb lattice result in a devil’s staircase of a countably infinite number of ground state orderings consisting of APBs. The devil’s staircase starts with full occupancy on one sublattice as in Figure 5a and continues with orderings having triangular A and B island-like domains separated by APBs, such as the ordering illustrated in Figure 6.

The A and B domains correspond to perfectly ordered regions with Na occupying exclusively one sublattice. The APBs that separate the domains are indicated by solid black lines. Such large triangular islands are not present in enumerated orderings calculated using DFT as these orderings require large supercells.

At \( x = 1/2 \), the lowest energy ordering in the P3 host does not consist of domains separated by APBs; instead, Na atoms uniformly distribute themselves over the two available sublattices of the honeycomb (Figure 5f). This configuration is compared to \( x = 1/2 \) orderings in the O3 host in Figure 7. We found two nearly degenerate, low-energy orderings for O3 at \( x = 1/2 \). One, shown in Figure 7a, is the zigzag line ordering that is a common ground state in Na transition-metal oxides having the O3 structure.32 The second ordering (Figure 7b), which is the ground state of O3 at \( x = 1/2 \), consists of clusters of four Na atoms and is less than 1 meV/atom more stable than the zigzag ordering of Figure 7a. A comparison of the low energy O3 orderings of Figure 7a,b with the \( x = 1/2 \) ground state in P3 (Figure 7c) reveals that the Na ions in P3 have more flexibility as to how they can order due to the availability of two triangular sublattices. While nearest neighbors cannot be avoided in the O3 structure at this composition, the additional available sites on the honeycomb of the P3 host enable Na atoms to be spaced farther apart from each other. This ability to increase the distance between neighboring Na ions within P3 relative to O3 is likely a dominant factor making P3 more stable than O3 at intermediate Na concentrations, despite the unfavorable face-sharing repulsive interactions between prismatic Na sites and the TiS₂ octahedra in P3.

Finite Temperature. First-principles DFT energies of different Na-vacancy orderings were used to parametrize cluster expansions for each host, which were subsequently subjected to grand canonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to calculate finite-temperature thermodynamic properties. Figure 8a shows the calculated free energy curves as a function of Na concentration at 300 K for the different host structures. Application of the common-tangent construction reveals that all of the stacking sequences that were on the DFT global hull are still stable at 300 K, starting with O1 at \( x = 0 \) and continuing to O1–O3, O1–P3, P3, and O3 upon Na intercalation. At temperatures slightly above 300 K, the O1–O3 phase is no longer stable relative to O1 and O1–P3. The MC simulations predict that most ground-state orderings undergo an order−disorder transition below room temperature. One exception is the ground state ordering at \( x = 1/2 \) in P3. It is predicted to disorder slightly above room temperature.

Figure 8b shows the predicted voltage curve at 300 K, which is related to the slope of the free energy curves in Figure 8a. Sloping regions in voltage signify single phase regions, while plateaus, which arise from a constant chemical potential along a common tangent, indicate a coexistence between two phases. The predicted voltage curve also exhibits a small step at \( x = 1/2 \) due to the stability of Na ordering at that composition at 300 K. The O1–P3 hybrid phase appears as a large step, while O1–O3 is predicted to be stable in a very narrow voltage window. Our results align closely with the features observed experimentally.19,30–32 These experiments show a region at high Na

---

**Image 6.** Example of a ground state ordering on a honeycomb lattice belonging to the devil’s staircase discovered by Kanamori.35 Occupancy of the two sublattices on the honeycomb lattice is distinguished by use of green and yellow circles. Triangular island-like domains are separated by antiphase boundaries (black lines).

**Image 7.** Comparing (a,b) O3 and (c) P3 orderings at \( x = 1/2 \) shows that, while nearest-neighbor pairs cannot be avoided in O3, the 3NN sites on the honeycomb lattice allow the Na atoms to be more spread out.
transformation to prismatic coordination around evidence for a stage-three ordering wherein only every third voltage curve associated with $O_1$ addition to the stage-two ordering that is seen in our calculated transformations to staged phases at lower Na compositions. In regions.

indicates single-phase regions, white background is used for two-phase $(\text{black solid line})$ determines global equilibrium. Gray background has a separate free energy curve. A common tangent construction our analysis. The sharp step at $x = 0.5$ in the state of charge.59 Lee et al.19 The shifts may be due to experimental uncertainty but to a higher concentration in the voltage curve measured by Winn et al.31

concentrations of octahedral coordination, a first-order phase transformation to prismatic coordination around $x = 0.8$, and transformations to staged phases at lower Na compositions. In addition to the stage-two ordering that is seen in our calculated voltage curve associated with $O1-P3$, there is also experimental evidence for a stage-three ordering wherein only every third layer contains Na atoms.32 Higher-order hybrids (e.g., orderings with $O1-O1-P3$ layer repeat unit) were not included in our analysis. The sharp step at $x = 0.5$ in the calculated voltage curve, which is due to Na ordering, is shifted to a slightly lower concentration in the voltage curve measured by Winn et al.31 but to a higher concentration in the voltage curve measured by Lee et al.17 The shifts may be due to experimental uncertainty in the state of charge.59

Microstates from MC simulations of P3 illustrate the importance of APBs even at elevated temperature. Figure 9 shows selected Na layers from several MC sampled microstates for a range of Na concentrations. Different colors are used to distinguish occupancy of the two triangular sublattices of the honeycomb lattice. At $x \approx 1$, Na orders on a single sublattice consistent with the zero Kelvin ground state predicted by DFT. Vacancies at lower Na concentrations are accommodated through the formation of APBs that separate A and B domains. Due to the finite size of the MC supercells and finite chemical potential grid, APBs first appeared around $x = 0.96$. At this Na concentration, the domains are large and triangular, with well-defined APBs separating extensive A and B domains. As the Na concentration decreases further, more APBs must form, and the domains become smaller. While triangular domains are still easily discernible in Figure 9 in the microstates sampled at $x = 0.9$ and $x = 0.8$, more disorder is observed as the Na concentration approaches $x = 0.7$. Triangular domains are still distinguishable around $x = 0.7$, but there are also many linear chains of Na occupying the same sublattice (A or B). Short-range order persists at $x = 0.6$, although at this concentration short chains of A or B sublattice occupation seem to be preferred. The Na ions order in their zero Kelvin ground state pattern at $x = 0.5$ exhibiting occasional defects due to thermal excitations. They disorder at temperatures slightly above that of room temperature. The in-plane Na ordering at $x = 0.5$ (Figure 5f) is also stable in the P3 layers of $O1-P3$ at $x = 0.25$ and matches the ordering inferred from single-crystal diffraction data by Hibma.32 Hibma also reports on the existence of diffraction superlattice spots together with rings above $x = 0.5$. Our MC simulations do not predict long-range ordering at room temperature above $x = 0.5$.

The MC snapshots of Figure 9 illustrate that Na extraction from P3 occurs very differently from other host structures such as $O3$ and $O1$. A sloping voltage profile usually signifies a solid solution characterized by uniform disorder among cations and vacancies. In contrast, the sloping voltage profile of P3 is produced by Na arrangements consisting of ordered nanosized domains separated by APBs, where changes in Na concentration lead to an overall increase in total APB length. Figure 8b shows that the voltage profile of the P3 phase is steeper than that of $O3$. This qualitative behavior is similar to that exhibited by many other layered Na intercalation compounds with $O3/P3$ transformations.9,11,16,20

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** (a) Calculated free energy and (b) equilibrium voltage curve at 300 K. Each host structure (i.e., $O3$, P3, $P3-01$, $O3-O1$, and $O1$) has a separate free energy curve. A common tangent construction (black solid line) determines global equilibrium. Gray background indicates single-phase regions, white background is used for two-phase regions.

**DISCUSSION**

Our first-principles study shows that intercalation in Na$_x$TiS$_2$ is very different from that in the traditional Li-ion battery materials in at least two ways. First, stacking-sequence changes are much more prevalent in Na$_x$TiS$_2$ due to the stability of P3 and its hybrids at intermediate compositions. Second, the devil’s staircase of triangular domains on the Na honeycomb lattice of P3 is fundamentally unlike the types of orderings seen in Li layered oxides.

We hypothesize that the behavior of Na$_x$TiS$_2$ may be representative of many other intercalated layered oxides and sulfides. This is supported by the observation of transformations from $O3$ to P3 upon desodiation in a wide range of compounds, including Na$_x$VS$_2$, Na$_x$CoO$_2$, Na$_x$NiO$_2$, Na$_x$Mn$_{33}$Mn$_{65}$O$_{25}$, Na$_x$Cr$_2$O$_3$, Na$_x$Mn$_{14}$Fe$_2$O$_{14}$, and Na$_x$Fe$_{65}$Co$_{35}$O$_{25}$. Furthermore, many Na compounds (e.g., Na$_x$CoO$_2$, Na$_x$Cr$_2$O$_3$, and Na$_x$VS$_2$) exhibit voltage curves strikingly similar to that predicted for Na$_x$TiS$_2$. The general pattern seems to be as follows:

1. As deintercalation begins, the voltage curve exhibits a relatively flat region around $0.7 < x < 1$ associated with the deintercalation of O3 and transformation to P3.
2. The $0.4 < x < 0.7$ composition range is typically a P3 single-phase region that exhibits a steep slope. The steepness of the slope is a consequence of the high curvature of the P3 free energy, as can be seen in Figure 8a. The high curvature can be attributed to the strong stabilization of the honeycomb lattice at intermediate concentrations.
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3. Around \( x = 0.5 \), a sharp voltage step occurs, possibly corresponding to a zigzag ordering like that shown in Figure 5f. (This step is often reported at Na contents somewhat above \( x = 0.5 \), which may be due to the experimental uncertainties in estimating the Na content or the thermodynamic stability of another ordering having a slightly higher Na concentration.)

4. Deintercalation beyond \( x = 0.5 \) exhibits a plateau associated with the transformation of P3 to another stacking sequence. While we are not aware of any experimental observations of staged O1−P3 hybrids at high states of charge in oxides, the results of this study suggest that their occurrence in Na transition-metal oxides could be a possibility at low Na concentrations when the P3 host is also stable at intermediate Na concentrations. Furthermore, stacking sequences at very low Na concentrations may include higher-ordered staged phases as suggested by experiments on Na\(_{x}\)TiS\(_2\). Although many of these materials exhibit additional phase transformations associated with Na/vacancy ordering, the similarities in the structural transformations and overall shape of the voltage curve suggest that these materials share the same basic intercalation physics as Na\(_{x}\)TiS\(_2\). Furthermore, although Li and Mg are unstable in prismatic coordination due to their small ionic sizes, larger intercalating ions such as K\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) may behave similarly to Na in layered compounds. Nevertheless, some Na oxides do not transform to P3 even when their equivalent sulfides are stable in the P3 host. For instance, NaTiO\(_2\) is more stable in O3 than P3 even upon deintercalation. This may be a result of increased ionicity in oxides due to higher electronegativity of oxygen versus sulfur.

Transformations between O1, O3, P3, and hybrid phases requires stacking-sequence changes during cycling and likely affects battery performance. As was pointed out by Gabrisch et al., partial dislocations are one mechanism to mediate stacking-sequence changes in layered intercalation compounds. Stresses generated by an array of partial dislocations and by a lattice mismatch across interfaces can contribute to fracture and mechanical degradation. Hybrid phases that nucleate separately and grow into each other may be misaligned, leading to additional sources of stress at their interface.

The honeycomb lattice of Na sites within P3 leads to several interesting properties. At high Na concentration, narrow bands of A and B domains appear in the P3 ground-state orderings calculated with DFT (Figure 5g,h). We can distinguish between three unique Na coordination environments along the APBs in these orderings. Type I APB, shown in Figure 10a, consists of third-nearest-neighbor Na pairs perpendicular to the APB. The APBs that make up the edges of the triangular domains in the MC simulations are type I. Triangles are formed because this type of APB has three symmetrically equivalent orientations. Type II APBs are made up of fourth-nearest-neighbor pairs of Na. Type III APBs are misaligned with the triangular domains in MC simulations.
Figure 10b), but this type of boundary is not seen in MC snapshots and is therefore not thermodynamically favorable. When every other atom along a type II APB hops across the boundary, a type III APB forms (Figure 10c). The local Na environment along a type III APB is similar to that observed at corners of triangular domains in MC snapshots.

Others have studied ground states of the devil’s staircase on a honeycomb. Kanamori used a simple lattice model Hamiltonian and discovered an infinite series of ground states on a honeycomb lattice with repulsive pairwise interactions. When every other atom along a type II APB hops across the boundary, a type III APB forms (Figure 10c). The local Na environment along a type III APB is similar to that observed at corners of triangular domains in MC snapshots.

Others have studied ground states of the devil’s staircase on a honeycomb. Kanamori used a simple lattice model Hamiltonian and discovered an infinite series of ground states on a honeycomb lattice with repulsive pairwise interactions. More recently, Wang et al. used a short-range pair Hamiltonian to describe ground states in Na2CoO2, where they suggest two different patterns for arranging the triangular domains. Our MC snapshots most closely match the T series suggested by Kanamori. In all of these cases, however, only type I APBs are predicted as separating perfectly ordered domains.

Diffusion mechanisms in the P3 host are qualitatively different from those in other layered intercalation compounds. While the O3 and O1 hosts have a network of interconnected octahedral and tetrahedral sites within the intercalation layer, the P3 host only provides trigonal prismatic sites. A cation in O3 or O1 migrates between two adjacent octahedral sites by passing through an intermediate tetrahedral site. In P3, cations hopping between nearest-neighbor sites on the same triangular sublattice of the honeycomb lattice (e.g., nearest-neighbor pairs on the A sublattice) will pass through a nearest neighbor prismatic site on the other sublattice (i.e., the B sublattice) as illustrated in Figure 11a.

Vacancies are crucial in facilitating ionic transport in layered intercalation compounds. In fact, in many intercalation compounds, both the qualitative nature of the hop mechanism and the hop rate itself are very sensitive to the local concentration and arrangement of vacancies. A Na ion that migrates into an isolated vacancy within a single-domain region within P3 must pass through the intermediate prismatic site that shares a face with another occupied prismatic site, as illustrated in Figure 11a. This leads to a high-energy nearest-neighbor repulsion along the hop path, making single vacancy hops less favorable than hops in local environments where such nearest-neighbor Na−Na interactions can be avoided.

Unlike in the O1 and O3 hosts, where divacancies are essential for fast diffusion, the presence of a pair of vacancies...
within perfectly ordered triangular islands in P3 is unlikely to be much more effective than isolated vacancies in mediating long-range Na diffusion. As illustrated in Figure 11b, a divacancy on a honeycomb lattice is essentially pinned spatially and requires single-vacancy-type hops involving nearest-neighbor Na–Na interactions to redistribute Na ions over longer distances. Due to the topology of the honeycomb lattice, only one Na can hop into a divacancy without passing through a site that involves a Na–Na nearest-neighbor interaction (Figure 11b(i)). Upon completion of this hop, only that same Na can perform a subsequent hop that does not involve a Na–Na nearest-neighbor interaction. It has two options then. It can either migrate to the second vacancy (as illustrated in Figure 11b(ii)) or it can hop back to its initial position. If limited to migration paths that avoid nearest-neighbor Na–Na interactions, the divacancy twirls around a single axis without mediating long-range transport of the migrating Na. It is only after another Na performs a hop that requires a nearest-neighbor Na–Na interaction, similar to that encountered in an isolated vacancy hop, that the divacancy can break away and spatially move.

It must be noted, though, that it is very unlikely that divacancies are long-lived within a single domain region as they can facilitate the nucleation of new islands within a single domain region. This is illustrated in Figure 11c. At least two vacancies are required for a Na atom to move from an A site to a B site in a single-domain A region without producing nearest-neighbor pairs. Once initiated, a single point vacancy can be used to grow the B domain at the expense of shrinking the A domain and increasing the total length of APBs.

While Na hops in single-domain regions of P3 generally require passage through high energy sites that involve nearest-neighbor Na interactions, diffusion along APBs can avoid such sites. One possible diffusion mechanism along a domain edge is illustrated in Figure 11d. When no point vacancies are present, Na at the corner of a triangular island can easily migrate onto the other sublattice, allowing the subsequent Na atoms along the APB to migrate across the APB. One domain region then grows at the expense of the other and the total length of APBs decreases. This results in a point vacancy forming within a single-domain region to retain the same overall Na concentration (Figure 11d(iv)).

At this point, the vacancy can take one of three paths. It can move back along the APB in a chain of low-energy steps to reverse the process (the reverse of the process that is illustrated in Figure 11d). Alternatively, a single high-barrier hop would be required to move the vacancy around the corner of the perfectly ordered domain such that it can propagate along an adjacent APB on the same island. Lastly, the vacancy can migrate through a single-domain region via a series of high-energy hops to reach the edge or corner of another APB. Diffusion of the vacancy through a single-domain region may be slow if the domains are large. In all cases, the point vacancy at a corner or an edge of a triangle can quickly travel along the APB and be consumed as the total length of APBs increases. In this way, triangle islands can shrink and expand, and APBs can serve as sources and sinks for vacancies.

As the Monte Carlo microstates illustrate in Figure 9, a decrease in the Na concentration within P3 results in the elongation of the total APB length, which is achieved by an increase in the number of single domain islands. The removal of Na therefore requires the nucleation of new islands and a decrease in the size of the existing islands. These are highly nonlocal readjustments to the overall Na arrangement. It is, therefore, likely that metastable states that are kinetically more expedient are frequently accessed, especially during high rates of charge and discharge. This could lead to path hysteresis and polarization in the voltage profile; however, a kinetic study involving kinetic Monte Carlo would be necessary to elucidate these tendencies.

■ CONCLUSION

In this study, we used a first-principles statistical mechanics approach to examine two properties of the O1/O3/P3 family of Na-ion electrode materials: (i) the relative stability among different stacking sequences that include staged hybrid host structures and (ii) Na ordering tendencies in the P3 host. Using Na,TiS₂ as a model system, we found that O1–O3 and O1–P3 hybrid structures are both stable at low Na concentration. The stability of these staged phases in Na,TiS₂ suggests that they are likely to occur in other layered Na oxide and sulfide intercalation compounds, with important consequences for cyclability and charge/discharge rate capability. Our study also showed that ordering on the honeycomb in P3 not only allows this phase to be more stable than O3 at Na concentrations around x = 1/2 but also results in a devil’s staircase of ground states at high Na concentrations (including regions where P3 is stable). These ground states consist of perfectly ordered triangular islands separated by antiphase boundaries. Elementary considerations show that the antiphase boundaries may play a crucial role in mediating long-range Na diffusion within the P3 host.
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